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Abstract

In recent years, the problem of reconstructing the connectivity in large neural circuits
(“connectomics”) has re-emerged as one of the main objectives of neuroscience. Clas-
sically, reconstructions of neural connectivity have been approached anatomically, using
electron or light microscopy and histological tracing methods. This paper describes a
statistical approach for connectivity reconstruction that relies on measurements of rel-
atively easy-to-obtain fluorescent probes such as synaptic markers, cytoplasmic dyes,
transsynaptic tracers, or activity-dependent dyes. We describe the possible design of
these experiments and develop a Bayesian framework for extracting neural connectivity
from compilations of such data. We show that the statistical reconstruction problem can
be formulated naturally as a tractable L1-regularized quadratic optimization. As a con-
crete example, we consider a realistic hypothetical connectivity reconstruction experiment
in C. elegans, a popular neuroscience model where a complete wiring diagram has been
previously obtained based on long-term electron microscopy work. We show that the new
statistical approach could lead to an orders of magnitude reduction in experimental effort
in reconstructing the connectivity in this circuit. We further demonstrate that the spatial
heterogeneity and biological variability in the connectivity matrix—not just the “average”
connectivity—can also be estimated using the same method.

1 Introduction

The problem of the complete reconstruction of neural connectivity has, in recent years, re-
emerged as a major research direction in neuroscience (Denk and Horstmann, 2004; Gray
et al., 2005; Briggman and Denk, 2006; Broome et al., 2006; Svoboda, 2007; Hagmann
et al., 2007; Smith, 2007; Wickersham et al., 2007; Petreanu et al., 2007; Helmstaedter
et al., 2008; Bohland et al., 2009; Hagmann et al., 2008; Zimmer et al., 2009; Chiang et al.,
2011). Since the seminal studies of Ramon y Cajal (Ramon y Cajal, 1904; Cajal, 1911),
an enormous amount of information about the brain’s anatomical organization has been
collected (Cajal, 1911; Westrum and Blackstad, 1962; Amaral and Witter, 1989; Braitenberg
and Schuz, 1998). However, most details of fine-scale neural architecture remain obscure.
Several large “connectomics” projects have recently been proposed, relying on such methods as
electron microscopy (Briggman and Denk, 2006; Smith, 2007), large-scale injections of tracer
viruses (Bohland et al., 2009), sparse expression of fluorescent cytoplasmic markers (Svoboda,
2007), or diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (Hagmann et al., 2007; Hagmann et al.,
2008). These developments have re-invigorated the field; however, the problem of practically
affordable, routine circuitry reconstructions in neural systems remains far from being solved.
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Classically, studies of neural connectivity have utilized conventional electron or light mi-
croscopy and histological techniques. For example, a dye can be injected into one or a group
of neurons, and the projections of the stained neurons can be observed with conventional or
fluorescent light microscopy. This approach is responsible for most of the information avail-
able today about the brain’s organization. However, only very sparse groups of neurons can
typically be studied this way, and individual synapses usually cannot be observed (but see
(Lichtman et al., 2008) for exciting recent developments). These limitations can be overcome
using serial section electron microscopy (Westrum and Blackstad, 1962; White et al., 1986;
Braitenberg and Schuz, 1998; Briggman et al., 2011; Bock et al., 2011), where dense groups
of neurons can be examined and synapses between them can be observed directly by imaging
large volumes of neural tissue at nanometer resolution (White et al., 1986; Mishchenko et al.,
2010; Bock et al., 2011; Briggman et al., 2011). Such large scale serial electron microscopy
semi-automated reconstructions in conjunction with fluorescent light microscopy were used
recently to study the local organization of neuropil in rat hippocampus (Mishchenko et al.,
2010), synaptic connectivity patterns of direction selective cells in mouse primary visual cor-
tex (Bock et al., 2011), and amacrine cells in mouse retina (Briggman et al., 2011). However,
data acquisition in this setting remains difficult, as is the analysis of the resulting very large
imaging data sets (Burton, 1999; Briggman and Denk, 2006; Smith, 2007; Helmstaedter et al.,
2008; Lu et al., 2009; Helmstaedter et al., 2011). The automation of data acquisition, image
analysis, and neural process tracking in serial electron microscopy remains an area of active
research (Denk and Horstmann, 2004; Smith, 2007; Helmstaedter et al., 2008; Mishchenko,
2009; Lu et al., 2009; Briggman et al., 2011; Bock et al., 2011; Helmstaedter et al., 2011).

In parallel with the anatomical histological approach, a novel paradigm for the reconstruc-
tion of neural connectivity has recently emerged (Svoboda, 2007; Micheva and Smith, 2007;
Mishchenko, 2008; Bohland et al., 2009; Mishchenko, 2011). This paradigm relies on using
large samples of relatively straightforward measurements obtained with fluorescent connectiv-
ity probes, such as tracer viruses (Wickersham et al., 2007; Bohland et al., 2009), cytoplasmic
dyes (Svoboda, 2007), synaptic markers (Micheva and Smith, 2007; Mishchenko, 2008), or
calcium dyes (Bureau et al., 2004; Sato et al., 2007; Mishchenko et al., 2011). In one example,
a genetically modified tracer virus — that is, a virus that naturally propagates in the nervous
system by jumping across synaptic connections and is genetically modified to cause infected
neurons to produce a fluorescent protein such as Green Fluorescent Protein (Heim et al.,
1995), hereafter GFP — can be injected into certain population of neurons, and secondary
neurons infected via the virus’s synaptic propagation can be subsequently imaged (Wicker-
sham et al., 2007). By repeatedly introducing such a virus in different primary groups of
neurons, the detailed connectivity in a large neural system can be examined (Bohland et al.,
2009). Similarly, the connectivity can be examined by aggregating data obtained with high
throughput fluorescent imaging experiments performed with activity dependent calcium dyes
(Mishchenko et al., 2011), sparsely expressed neural cytoplasmic markers (Svoboda, 2007), or
fluorescent synaptic markers (Mishchenko, 2011). With recent developments in genetic sys-
tems for stochastic or specific genetic targeting (Luo et al., 2008), such large high throughput
applications now become possible in practice.

While such new connectomics paradigms have been undergoing rapid development in the
experimental community, the problem of analyzing the resulting data has remained largely
unaddressed. This paper develops a general Bayesian framework for reconstructing neural
connectivity from compilations of such fluorescent measurements obtained with various high
throughput fluorescent connectivity probes. We show that the problem of reconstructing the
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connectivity matrix in a large neural system from an ensemble of such measurements can be
formulated naturally in terms of standard sparse regression techniques, known in the statistics
literature as L1-penalized regression (Tibshirani, 1996) or in the applied math literature as
“compressed sensing” (Candes and Romberg, 2005; Donoho, 2006; Candes et al., 2006; Candes
and Wakin, 2008; Romberg, 2008). This provides a reformulation of previous work applying
compressed sensing ideas to the connectivity analysis for connectivity data for high throughput
GFP Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners (GRASP) experiments (Mishchenko, 2008) or
randomized photostimulation experiments (Hu et al., 2009). In addition, we demonstrate how
similar ideas can be applied to a variety of other experimental settings currently considered
as possible bases for large-scale future connectomics reconstructions.

As a concrete demonstration of the utility of our Bayesian formalism, we analyze simulated
connectivity reconstruction experiments in C. elegans, a popular neuroscience model where a
complete wiring diagram is known from long-term electron microscopy efforts (White et al.,
1986). The connectivity in this circuit can, in principle, be inferred accurately with an orders
of magnitude reduction in experimental effort, compared with classical approaches. We find
that the methods proposed here significantly outperform the simpler inference techniques
used in our previous work (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011) in undersampled settings
(i.e., where relatively few data observations are available), though the new methods are more
computationally costly. Additionally, our approach allows the estimation of other neural
system parameters, including the variability and spatial heterogeneity of the connectivity
matrix, which would be difficult to assess with traditional approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2.1 with a specific example of
the ensemble of measurements obtained with randomly expressed fluorescent synaptic marker
GRASP (Feinberg et al., 2008) or fluorescence co-localization markers (Mishchenko, 2010).
We use this example to introduce the connectivity inference problem for an ensemble of
high throughput fluorescent connectivity measurements, and then introduce and reduce the
Bayesian formulation for connectivity inference from such data to a standard L1-penalized
regression. Numerical methods for solving the resulting optimization problem are discussed
in section 2.2. Results of numerical experiments and analysis of a realistic neural connectivity
reconstruction problem in C. elegans are given in sections 3.1-3.2. In section 3.3 we discuss
how spatial information obtainable from fluorescent light imaging can be incorporated into
our framework to further dramatically improve connectivity estimates, and provide additional
information about the spatial heterogeneity of the connectivity matrix. Conclusions and
applications to other high throughput fluorescent microscopy connectomics paradigms are
discussed in section 4.

2 Methods

2.1 Reconstruction of the neural connectivity matrix by sampling physical

connections using fluorescent synaptic markers

We begin by describing our basic approach in a concrete example. In previous work (Mishchenko,
2008; Mishchenko, 2011) we proposed to exploit the experimental technique of stochastic
GRASP to reconstruct a physical neural connectivity matrix: the idea is to sample synaptic
connections by stochastically expressing the fluorescent synaptic marker GRASP (Feinberg
et al., 2008), or pre- and post-synaptic co-localization fluorescent markers (Mishchenko, 2010),
and then to use statistical inference techniques to estimate the full connectivity matrix. To
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Figure 1: A cartoon schematic of high throughput GRASP sampling of neural connectiv-
ity (Mishchenko, 2008). A) A fluorescent synaptic marker GRASP (panel B) is randomly
expressed in the neurons in a neural circuit using a genetic technique for stochastic gene
expression such as Brainbow (Livet et al., 2007). Synapses between random pre-synaptic
(red) and post-synaptic (green) neurons are thus labeled (yellow) and can be observed with
fluorescent light microscopy. The pattern of labeled synapses in each animal is defined by
the specific expression pattern of GRASP in different neurons and with high probability is
unique in each animal. Since using current genetic techniques it is only possible to generate
a single pattern per animal, only one experiment can be performed per animal. Nonetheless,
experiments in a population of animals can be used to collect a statistical sample of such
patterns sufficient for fully encoding the structural connectivity of the underlying synaptic
circuit. B, C) GRASP (Feinberg et al., 2008) is a fluorescent synaptic marker that uses a com-
plementary pair of proteins that can chemically recombine into a functional GFP whenever
in each other’s proximity. One such protein (split GFP B) is introduced to the pre-synaptic
region of selected neuron using genetic engineering techniques, and the other (split GFP A)
is introduced to the post-synaptic region of another neuron. Wherever a synapse is formed
by such neurons, the split GFPs can chemically interact to restore functional GFP, thereby
tagging the synapse with a fluorescent puncta.

make our ideas explicit, we will explain the stochastic GRASP idea first, and then describe
how to formulate the resulting inference problem in a Bayesian framework.

The GRASP technique (Feinberg et al., 2008) uses a synaptic marker composed of two
proteins that chemically recombine into a functional fluorochrome (specifically, green fluores-
cent protein, hereafter GFP (Heim et al., 1995)) whenever in each other’s proximity (Zhang
et al., 2004). Such proteins are expressed on the surface of the synapses of different neurons
via a genetic engineering technique. At these synapses, such proteins recombine and form
fluorescent puncta that can be observed with light microscopy and used to study the con-
nectivity of these neurons (Feinberg et al., 2008) (see Fig. 1). The components in stochastic
GRASP are expressed stochastically, so that the first component is expressed in one random
set of neurons, and the second component in another. This allows the stochastic visualization
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of synapses between different subsets of neurons with a standard genetic screen. Since this
method relies on using a single fluorescent synaptic marker, all visualized synapses fluoresce
with the same color, and therefore only coarse, gross measures can be assessed in a given
experiment. (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011) show that a simple measure such as the
total count or total size (brightness) of labeled synaptic puncta in each pattern can suffice
to exactly recover the connectivity matrix in the underlying neural circuit, given a sufficient
number of such experiments.

While the problem of deducing the connectivity matrix from such data can be approached
using compressed sensing techniques (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011), this study con-
siders the problem from a more standard Bayesian perspective. For concreteness, we develop
this approach using the GRASP example described above, though as we discuss in Section 4,
this approach can be applied in a number of other different high throughput fluorescent light
microscopy connectomics paradigms.

We assume that we have a series of high throughput fluorescent light microscopy experi-
ments producing some coarse measures of connectivity. We will denote different experiments
in the series using the symbol k. For each experiment k we will denote the set of pre-synaptic
and post-synaptic neurons affected in that experiment with the symbols Ak and Bk, re-
spectively. We will denote the measurements, e.g. the total count of labeled synapses per
experiment, with the symbol Ok. By introducing a synaptic connectivity matrix Cij that
describes the total count of synaptic contacts between pairs of neurons i and j in the circuit,
we have that Ok, Ak, and Bk obey the equation

Ok =
∑

i∈Ak

∑

j∈Bk

Ck
ij + ǫk. (1)

Equation (1) states that all synapses between neurons Ak and Bk that are “selected” in the
experiment k are counted in Ok. Note that with i and j we can refer to both individual neurons
as well as, more generally, entire classes of neurons, such as morphological or genetic classes,
geometrically defined areas of the brain, etc., with respective changes in the interpretation of
Cij as describing the count of synapses between such groups of neurons. The error term ǫk

describes the possible corruption of the measurements due to imperfections in the imaging
process or noise; as a starting point, we can model these effects using the normal distribution,
ǫk ∼ N (0, σ2), though generalizations are possible.

If measurements are obtained from different animals, as discussed above, the measured
connectivity matrix Ck

ij may vary in different experiments k. Thus it makes sense to con-

sider Ck
ij as a random variable sampled from some distribution over possible neural circuit

configurations, {Ck
ij} ∼ P ({Cij}), rather than an immutable constant.

To deduce the connectivity from a sample of such data, we introduce the Bayesian max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for the “average” connectivity matrix Mij = 〈Ck

ij〉. The
average connectivity matrix, specifically, represents the average count of synapses between
different neurons or neural groups i and j as observed over a sufficiently large population of
animals in a defined population (for example, for a particular genotype). As an example,
consider the connectivity matrix in C. elegans (White et al., 1986). As was determined in
extensive previous anatomical studies, the neurons in C. elegans are stereotypical and can
be well identified by their position and morphological features. The connectivity matrix can
be tabulated as the number of distinct anatomical synaptic contacts between different pairs
of such neurons. For example, for the neurons identified in the C. elegans wiring diagram
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as ADFL and RIAL, the count of synapses in the wiring diagram in (White et al., 1986) is
CRIAL,ADFL = 12. Note that this count was produced for the specimen imaged and analyzed
in the above work; in other specimens such counts may further vary. If, after inspecting a
sufficiently large number of similar specimens, we found that the count of synapses between
these neurons ADFL and RIAL, on average, was 10.5, then we set MRIAL,ADFL = 10.5.

By Bayes’ theorem,

M̂ = arg max
M

P (M|O,A,B) = arg max
M

P (O|M,A,B)P (M) (2)

(note the bold notation for vector and matrix quantities, i.e., O = {Ok for all k}). As the
first step in the MAP estimation, we want to evaluate P (O|M,A,B) given the ensemble of
observations. At first glance, the determination of P (O|M,A,B) is a formidable problem,
since P (O|M,A,B) is a result of a high-dimensional convolution with P (Ck), and involves
integration over the “intermediate” connectivity variables C

k, which are not observed directly:

P (O|M,A,B) =

∫

d{Ck}
∏

k

P (Ok|Ck, Ak, Bk)P (Ck|M). (3)

P (Ok|Ck, Ak, Bk) represents the probability of observing a particular count of labeled puncta,
Ok, for a given marker expression pattern, Ak and Bk, and connectivity between neurons,
C

k. Given Eq. (1) and the assumption of the Gaussian noise,

P (Ok|Ck, Ak, Bk) =
1√
2πσ

exp















−

(

Ok − ∑

ij

ek
ijC

k
ij

)2

2σ2















. (4)

Here σ2 is the variance of ǫk in Eq. (1) and we have abbreviated ek
ij = ak

i b
k
j , where ak

i and bk
i are

the indicator functions describing the count of neurons of kind i in Ak or Bk, respectively. The
term P (Ck|M) represents the probability of observing a particular connectivity matrix C

k in
an animal given an average connectivity matrix M. Then equation (3) defines P (O|M,A,B)
by the law of total probability.

To simplify P (O|M,A,B) further, observe that each Ok is a weighted sum of a large
number of random variables Ck

ij ∼ P (Cij). As long as the probability of labeling Ak and

Bk are sufficiently larger than zero, so that the number of nonzero ek
ij terms in the sum

is sufficiently large, we can conclude by the central limit theorem that P (Ok|M, Ak, Bk) is
approximately Gaussian, with mean

∑

ij ek
ijMij , and variance

V ar
(

Ok|M, Ak, Bk
)

= V ar





∑

ij

ek
ijCij



 + σ2

=
∑

ij

(ek
ij)

2V ar(Cij) + 2
∑

ij 6=i′j′

ek
ije

k
i′j′Cov(Cij , Ci′j′) + σ2.

Now we can argue as above to simplify these large sums, using the law of large numbers. For
example, if we make the assumption that the Ck

ij are independent random variables, and that
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the variables ek
ij are independent of the connections Ck

ij , then the covariance terms are zero,
and applying the law of large numbers we find that

V ar(Ok|M, Ak, Bk) ≈





∑

ij

E(e2
ij)V ar(Cij)



 + σ2 ≡ σ2
t ,

For example, if the Cij are Poisson random variables, then we can explicitly compute σ2
t as

(

∑

ij E(e2
ij)Mij

)

+ σ2. More generally, we can expect these central limit theorem and law of

large numbers arguments to apply under very weak conditions on the distribution P ({Cij}),
due to the very large sums involved; i.e., correlations in the synaptic weights Cij will change
the value of the overall variance σ2

t , but the Gaussian approximation for P (Ok|M, Ak, Bk)
should hold broadly. Thus we arrive at the rather simple likelihood term

log P (O|M,A,B) ≈ −
∑

k

1

2

(

Ok − ∑

ij ek
ijMij

)2

σ2
t

+ const. (5)

Having defined the likelihood term, we now turn our attention to the prior term. In
neurobiological settings, the connectivity matrix M is known to be very sparse. For example,
in the popular neuroscience model organism C. elegans, only about 3% of the 90,000 possible
connections are realized (White et al., 1986). In Drosophila melanogaster, the total count of
neurons is about 105 and the typical number of synapses per neuron is on the order of 100
(Chiang et al., 2011), putting the neural connectivity matrix sparsity at about 0.1%. Sparse
priors are known to allow dramatic reductions in the number of measurements necessary
for accurate signal reconstruction (Tibshirani, 1996; Tipping, 2001; Donoho and Elad, 2003;
Ng, 2004; Candes and Romberg, 2005; Mishchenko, 2008; Hu et al., 2009). To account for
sparseness in our setting, we introduce an exponential prior,

P (M) ∝ exp
(

− ρ−1
∑

ij

|Mij |
)

, (6)

where ρ is the expected density of M. Specifically, ρ defines the expected average number
of synapses between two neurons in the system. Such averages are well known for most
neurobiological systems from past neuroanatomical studies, as noted above1.

Combining the likelihood term (5) and the prior term (6), we write the full log posterior
as

log P (M|O,A,B) ≈ −
∑

k

1

2

(

Ok − ∑

ij ek
ijMij

)2

σ2
t

− ρ−1
∑

ij

|Mij | + const, (7)

1We should emphasize that this simple sparseness prior should be considered just a first step; clearly
additional prior information can be incorporated here. One obvious additional source of information could
include the distance between neurons; in many cases the probability of finding a connection between two
neurons shrinks as a function of the distance between the cells, and it is straightforward to incorporate this kind
of information in our prior by including a distance-dependent term. Prior information about the connection
probabilities between different cell types can be incorporated in a similar manner. More generally it should be
feasible to incorporate other log-concave priors in the Bayesian maximum a posteriori approach followed here.
For example, rank-penalizing priors such as the exponentiated nuclear-norm penalty have proven useful in a
wide variety of matrix estimation problems (Candes and Tao, 2010; Goldfarb et al., 2010), and deserve further
examination in the context of neural connectivity reconstruction problem.
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and

M̂
MAP = argmin

[

∑

k

(

Ok − ∑

ij

ek
ijMij

)2

+ 2λ
∑

ij

|Mij |,
]

λ = σ2
t /ρ. (8)

The nonnegativity constraint Mij ≥ 0 may be additionally enforced if the mean connectivity
matrix Mij is expected to be nonnegative, e.g. if it describes the expected count of (unsigned)
synapses between neurons, which clearly can not be negative. Such a constraint can signifi-
cantly simplify the task of numerically solving Eq. (8) but, in general, nonnegativity cannot
be imposed if the connectivity matrix is not expected to be sign definite. For example, if Mij

describes the post-synaptic potential (PSP) strength of neural connections in an excitatory
and inhibitory network, as discussed in section 4 below, the nonnegativity constraint cannot
be enforced.

Equation (8) is an instance of a quadratic optimization problem known as the least abso-
lute shrinkage and selection operator, hereafter LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996), a shrinkage and
selection method for linear regression2. The parameter λ = σ2

t /ρ in Eq. (8) can be set using,
for example, cross-validation techniques (Hastie et al., 2001), or with independent knowledge
of the parameters σ2

t and ρ. As was emphasized above, excellent estimates for ρ are available
a priori from past neuroanatomical studies. We discuss the problem of estimating σ2

t further
below.

If σ2
t /ρ can be expected to be small, it may be also meaningful to consider Eq. (8) in the

limit λ → 0. In such a limit, certain bounds on LASSO reconstructions can be adapted from
corresponding results from the compressed sensing literature, leading to theoretical predic-
tions for the convergence speed and reconstruction accuracy with the LASSO. Specifically,
we have the following propositions.

Proposition I: Let σ2
t → 0 and let Mij be a sparse matrix with N elements, with support

on an unknown set T of size Ns. Let {Ok} be the set of the data samples in problem (8)
and K ≥ Kmin = CδNs logN be the number of samples, for a certain constant Cδ of order 1,
depending on an accuracy parameter δ. Then under weak technical conditions on the matrix
{ek

ij}, with probability of at least 1 − O(N−δ), the minimizer of the problem (8) is unique
and equal to the true Mij .

In the case of the neural reconstruction problem, Ns is the number of nonzero elements
in the connectivity matrix, that is, the number of neural connections in the circuit, and
N ≈ N2 is the total number of possible connections, where N is the number of neurons in
the system. According to Proposition I, then, an accurate reconstructions of the connectivity
matrix can be obtained with LASSO using only Kmin ∝ Ns measurements Ok, much less
than the expected Kmin ∝ N2. In fact, the data sample with which LASSO can produce
an accurate reconstruction is comparable to the minimal number of measurements needed to
fully specify Ns nontrivial elements of M had we known their positions a-priori.

Proposition II: Let σ2
t → 0 and let the number of the data samples in problem (8) be K.

Under similar weak technical conditions on the matrix {ek
ij}, the minimizer of the problem

(8), M
∗, obeys ‖M∗ −M‖1 ≤ C0‖M−MS‖1, for some constant C0, where MS is the matrix

with all but the largest S components set to 0.

2To be precise, the LASSO problem corresponds to the case that the variance parameter σ2

t does not depend
on the mean parameter M. As discussed above, for some connectivity distributions p({Cij}) σ2

t might depend
weakly on M. For example, in the Poisson case, σ2

t corresponds to a one-dimensional projection of the very
high-dimensional parameter M. These cases can be handled with straightforward extensions of the LASSO
approach; however, in this paper we will focus on the model with σ2

t independent of M.
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Proposition II is stronger that Proposition I. If M is S-sparse, then M = MS and the
recovery is exact. But if M is not S-sparse, then the quality of the reconstruction is as good
as if one knew ahead of time the location of the S largest values of M and decided to measure
those directly. In the recent applied math literature this statement had been proven for a
wide range of distributions on {ek

ij} using the ideas of restricted isometry (Romberg, 2008;
Candes and Wakin, 2008). If K < Kmin in Proposition I, then LASSO reconstructions still
identify the strongest connections in the system, and the reconstruction can be continuously
improved as more data is made available until K = Kmin.

Proposition III: Let ρ → ∞ while σ2
t > 0, so that λ → 0, and let the number of the data

samples in problem (8) be K. Under similar weak technical conditions on the matrix {ek
ij},

the minimizer of the problem (8), M
∗, obeys ‖M∗ −M‖l2 ≤ C0‖M−MS‖1 + C1σt, for some

constants C0 and C1, where MS is the matrix with all but the largest S components set to 0.
Proposition III means that the reconstruction error of LASSO in the λ → 0 limit is

bounded by the sum of two terms. The first is the error which would occur if one had
noiseless data. The second is proportional to the noise level. In particular, this means
that the reconstruction even in the heavily undersampled regimes K ∝ Ns are stable: small
amounts of noise will not immediately ruin the reconstruction but, instead, will introduce a
proportionately small deviation from the truth.

These propositions are fully analogous to respective theorems from the compressed sensing
literature — specifically, see (Candes et al., 2006) for Proposition I, (Candes and Wakin, 2008;
Romberg, 2008) for Propositions II and III — and can be proved after establishing the equiv-
alence between the λ → 0 LASSO and the compressed sensing optimization programs. Note
that the compressed sensing optimization program for the compressed sensing estimator MCS

for a set of measurements O and a sensing matrix E is defined as follows: M̂CS =argmin‖M‖1

s.t. O = E · M (Candes and Wakin, 2008; Romberg, 2008). If the measurements O and the
matrix E = {ek

ij} are such that there exist an M
∗ such that O = E · M∗ identically for

that M
∗, then we can equivalently re-write the compressed sensing optimization program as

min ‖M‖1 s.t. (O−E ·M)2 = 0. By using the standard Lagrange multipliers trick to convert
the penalized LASSO optimization

min
[

(O − E · M)2 + λ‖M‖1

]

(9)

to a constrained optimization of the form

min ‖M‖1 s.t. (O − E · M)2 ≤ ǫ2(λ), (10)

we can show that ‖M̂CS−M̂LASSO‖2
2 = O(ǫ2(λ)). ǫ2(λ) can be subsequently bounded by using

the equivalence of the problems (9) and (10) to show that ‖M̂CS − M̂LASSO‖2
2 ≤ B‖M∗‖1λ

for some constant B, so that M̂LASSO(λ) → M̂CS continuously as λ → 0.
We further note that we can, in principle, estimate not only the average connectivity

matrix M̂, but also the variability in the connectivity matrix. For example, Gibbs sam-
pling methods have been applied successfully in smaller LASSO problems to sample from the
posterior distribution of the parameter, given the observed data (Park and Casella, 2008).
Unfortunately, the Gibbs sampling approach is too computationally expensive in the con-
text of the very large neural connectivity reconstruction problem considered here. Thus, we
developed a simple estimator for σ2

t ,

σ̂2
t =

1

K − N̂s

∑

k

(

Ok −
∑

ij

ek
ijM̂

MAP
ij

)2

, (11)
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where N̂s is the size of the MAP estimator support, that is, the number of elements M̂MAP
ij 6=

0. This estimator is equivalent to the standard unbiased estimator for the variance parameter
in multiple linear regression settings, with N̂s playing the role of the number of “degrees of
freedom” (Kutner et al., 2005). This formula makes sense if K is large enough so that the
nonzero elements of Mij have been identified correctly; as discussed above, in these sparse
settings a relatively small value of K suffices. See (Zou et al., 2007) for a more detailed
discussion of the degrees of freedom of LASSO estimators; as we discuss further below, we
found that this simple estimator for σ2

t performs well in practice.
While Eq.(11) allows us to estimate the total variance σ2

t , recall that σ2
t is composed from

σ2, which can be viewed as the noise contributed by the imaging process, and var(Ck
ij), which

can be viewed as the implicit “biological” variability in the structure of the inspected neural
network. Given an estimate of σ2

t , then, the biological variability in the connectivity matrix
can be estimated by subtracting an estimate of the noise in the imaging system, σ̂2, from
σ̂2

t . The former can typically be measured, for example, by calibrating the experiment under
controlled conditions.

2.2 Numerical approaches for solving MAP neural connectivity reconstruc-

tion

Problem (8) is a standard quadratic program and can be solved using standard interior point
methods or active set methods (Vanderbei, 2001; Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). However,
the size of this problem in neurobiological settings, with at least N ∼ 103 − 105 neurons and
N ≈ 105 − 1010 possible connections, requires the development of specialized algorithms.

To make progress here, we have to take advantage of the specific structure of the Hessian
matrix H (which is the quadratic part of our objective function). Specifically, H is a product
of two low-rank K ×N matrices, e and e

T , which in turn are completely specified by the 2K
sets Ak and Bk. It may be more beneficial then to define the linear operator corresponding
to the Hessian matrix H by its action on vectors, implicitly,

H · M =
{

∑

i′,j′,k

ek
ije

k
i′j′Mi′j′ , for all i, j

}

. (12)

Each evaluation of Eq. (12) requires storing of only, at most, 2KN elements of {Ak} and {Bk}
and performing 2KN arithmetic operations, significantly better than storing N 2 elements of
H and performing N 2 operations.

To numerically solve Problem (8), therefore, we use the interior point method based on
the interior-reflective Newton method, as implemented in Matlab’s optimization toolbox,
augmented with the implicit Hessian definition given by Eq. (12). The computational cost of
such an algorithm scales with the number of measurements K and the size of the connectivity
matrix N as KN . Even though the interior point method here does not maintain the sparse
representation, the structure of H as the outer product of two low-rank matrices can be used
to the same effect to perform matrix–vector multiplication in KN rather than N 2 operations.

Given that for a neural circuit with N neurons the size of the connectivity matrix N = N2

and Kmin ∝ Ns log N ∝ N2 log N (assuming a constant connectivity sparseness), KN ∝
N4 log N and the neural reconstruction computational cost should scale as N4. This scaling is
observed in our calculations, described below (see Fig. 6). Since the computation is dominated
by the multiplication of matrices, the algorithm, in principle, can be efficiently parallelized
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and applied to very large problems. In our simulations, a laptop (Intel dual core, 2GHz,
3GB RAM) was sufficient to solve a neural connectivity reconstruction problem for the entire
C. elegans circuit having N ≈ 300 neurons and N ≈ 105 possible connections. Larger
problems can be approached using parallelized algorithms on cluster- or super-computing
infrastructure (Boyd et al., 2011).

3 Results

3.1 MAP connectivity inference from surrogate GRASP data generated

using the C. elegans wiring diagram

In this section we apply the Bayesian reconstruction algorithm to a surrogate GRASP dataset
in C. elegans. C. elegans is a popular model organism whose nervous system has been exten-
sively studied using genetics, light microscopy, and electron microscopy. The neural wiring
diagram for this organism was completely reconstructed in a heroic, decade-long electron mi-
croscopy effort (White et al., 1986) (Fig. 2). This wiring diagram contains approximately 300
neurons, 2500 distinct neural connections, and 6000 synapses. The strength of each connec-
tion is quantified as the count of distinct synaptic contacts formed between corresponding
neurons. Such counts vary from one to approximately 40, with two to three contacts, on
average, per connected neural pair. To date, C. elegans remains the only organism in which
such a complete wiring diagram is empirically available.

We use this wiring diagram to generate a surrogate data set for an ensemble of GRASP
measurements in C. elegans. For each measurement k, we first prepare the individual connec-
tivity matrix C

k. We chose the average connectivity matrix, M, to coincide with the wiring
diagram from wormatlas.org, and the variable part is modeled using a scaled Poisson random
variable,

Ck
ij = αMij + Poisson[(1 − α)Mij ], (13)

independently for different neural pairs (i, j). The parameter α controls the degree of bio-
logical variability: α = 0 corresponds to no variability and α = 1 corresponds to the case
where all synapses are formed completely at random, with Mij synapses, on average. We
varied α from α = 0 to α = 1 to inspect the impact of biological variability in the connec-
tivity matrix on the reconstructions. At the same time, as was discussed in the previous
sections, this impact, V ar(Cij) > 0, can be absorbed into the definition of the total noise,
σ2

t = σ2 +
∑

ij E(e2
ij)V ar(Cij), so below we examine the impact of the total noise strength,

σ2
t , on the reconstruction accuracy, where α is left implicit. The GRASP expression patterns

Ak and Bk are generated from a uniform distribution over all neurons with a density of 50%
(Livet et al., 2007; Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011). Each measurement Ok is then
simulated using Eq. (1).

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the result of our numerical experiments. As a simple measure
of the reconstruction quality, we use the correlation coefficient r2 between the original and
reconstructed weights in the connectivity matrix. In low-noise regimes the Bayesian estimator
produces nearly exact reconstructions, that is, r2 ≈ 1, with a data sample containing Kmin ≈
104 measurements, while K ≈ 2000 − 3000 measurements were found to be sufficient for
reconstructions that recovered at least 50% of the variance in the connectivity matrix (that
is, r2 ≥ 0.5). This data sample is significantly smaller than the ∝ N2 ≈ 105 measurements
that one can naively expect to be necessary to fully characterize the connectivity matrix of
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Figure 2: Schematic of the serial electron microscopy reconstruction of the wiring diagram in
C. elegans, performed in (White et al., 1986). The entire volume of one C. elegans specimen
was histologically prepared and imaged using serial electron microscopy as a stack of images
(i) at very high resolution, several nanometers per pixel. In these images, synapses were
manually located and associated with corresponding axons and dendrites (s). These axons
and dendrites were then traced through the images until the corresponding cell bodies were
found (t). A synaptic contact between the respective neurons A and B was then recorded.
After examination of the entire volume of images, a table describing the number of synaptic
contacts for all differen pairs of neurons was compiled (see wormatlas.org).

N = 300 neurons. Instead, the number of samples required is much closer to the number of
nonzero elements in the wiring diagram, Ns ≈ 2500, as expected from the theory (Section
2.1).

We compare our results with the slightly cheaper compressed-sensing alternate projection
algorithm used in (Mishchenko, 2008), as well as the much cheaper L2 regularized estima-
tor. The estimator in the alternating projection algorithm (Candes and Romberg, 2005) is
operationally defined as the intersection of two convex sets, the hyperplane of constraints
Ok =

∑

ij ek
ijMij , k = 1, . . . , K, and the hypercube ‖M‖1 = s, where the constant s is an es-

timate of the norm of the true solution ‖M∗‖1 = s. By Candes’ theorem (Candes et al., 2006),
this intersection is unique and equal to M

∗ with high probability in the regime K ≥ Kmin.
For K < Kmin this intersection typically will not be unique and an arbitrary point on the
intersection set is usually found depending on the starting point of the algorithm. The L2

regularized estimator is defined as

M̂
L2 = argmin

∑

ij

|Mij |2, s.t. Ok =
∑

ij

ek
ijMij , k = 1, . . . , K. (14)

This L2 penalization is a more classical approach to the regularization of undersampled linear
problems, largely because it is significantly simpler and faster to compute, since the solution
M

L2 can be obtained by solving a single system of ordinary linear equations.
Compared to the alternate projection algorithm, the MAP estimator approaches the true

solution significantly faster as a function of K; that is, more accurate estimates are pro-
duced with smaller data samples (Figs. 3-4). While in Section 2.1 we discussed that the
compressed sensing and MAP estimators are in fact equivalent for small LASSO’s λ, the al-
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Figure 3: Results of the connectivity reconstruction experiment in C. elegans using surrogate
GRASP data. Noiseless conditions are assumed. C. elegans contains approximately 300 neu-
rons connected via 6000 synapses in 2500 distinct connections. The actual C. elegans wiring
diagram from (White et al., 1986) was used to prepare the surrogate data. A total of K
GRASP measurements in K different specimens were simulated, and MAP reconstruction of
the structural connectivity matrix was subsequently performed. The scatter plots show recon-
structed versus true connectivity weights for the MAP algorithm (right) and the alternating
projection algorithm in (Mishchenko, 2008) (left). Dashes indicate identity line.

ternate projection algorithm is only an approximation to the compressed sensing estimator in
the K < Kmin regime, as we discussed above. The L2-regularized estimator produces recon-
structions that are incomparable to either the LASSO or the alternate projection algorithm:
the L2-regularized estimator needed at least 6 · 104 data samples to produce a comparable
reconstruction (data not shown).

We use Eq. (11) to perform estimation of the variance σ2
t from the simulated GRASP

data. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the simple estimator given by Eq. (11) performs well in
practice, and already with K ≈ Kmin is able to estimate the variance accurately.

The computational cost of the MAP and alternating projections algorithms scales with
the number of neurons N in our experiments as N4 (Fig. 6). This is in agreement with the
theoretical cost estimates in Section 2.2. Quantitatively, reconstructions of the wiring diagram
in C. elegans with N = 300 could be obtained in approximately 50 hours of calculations with
the MAP algorithm and five hours of calculations with the alternate projection algorithm on
a 2GHz Intel dual core laptop. Therefore, to summarize, the alternate projection algorithm
required substantially less computational effort than the MAP algorithm, but in the K <
Kmin regime required larger data samples to achieve reconstructions of the same quality.

3.2 Robustness to noise and reconstruction stability

Next we examine the impact of elevated levels of measurement errors on the reconstructions.
We find that the performance of the MAP estimator decays gracefully with noise, that is,
the error in the MAP reconstructions grows proportionally to the noise variance and is not
some discontinuous function that destroys the estimator instantly as σ2 > 0. On the other
hand, the proportionality constant is fairly large, and so the sensitivity to noise at this regime
K ≈ Kmin is quite substantial—only relative noise strengths of up to σ/〈Ok〉 ≈ 0.03 − 0.04
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Figure 4: Results of the connectivity reconstruction experiment in C. elegans using surrogate
GRASP data (details as in Fig. 3). The quality of the reconstruction for different sample
sizes K is quantified using the correlation coefficient r2 between the connectivity weights in
the reconstructed and true connectivity matrix. Near-exact reconstruction, that is, r2 ≈ 1, is
achieved with Kmin ≈ 104 samples, and meaningful approximate reconstructions (r2 ≥ 0.5)
are achieved already with K ≈ 2000 − 3000 samples, significantly less than the N2 ≈ 105

that could have been expected to be necessary to fully characterize the connectivity matrix of
N = 300 neurons. The results of the reconstruction using a simple L2-regularized algorithm
and alternate projection algorithm are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 5: Results of the estimation of the biological variability in the simulated connectivity
reconstruction experiment in C. elegans. Variability here is quantified in terms of σ/〈Ok〉,
used to characterize the variance in a dimension-independent way; σ/〈Ok〉 = 0.02, 0.03, 0.06,
and 0.09 are shown. Already with K ≈ Kmin samples the variability can be estimated very
accurately. Simulation details are as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6: The computational complexity of the MAP, alternating optimization, and L2 re-
construction algorithms for different neural circuit sizes N , assuming constant sparseness.
The computational cost scales as ≈ N3.5−4.5, in good agreement with theoretical estimates
in Section 2.2. Quantitatively, reconstruction of the complete wiring diagram in C. elegans
(N = 300 neurons and N = 105 unknown connections) could be obtained in approximately
50 hours of calculations using the MAP algorithm and five hours of calculations using the
alternating projections algorithm on a standard 2Ghz Intel dual core laptop computer.

can be tolerated for this K (Fig. 7). Robustness increases with the dataset size, however,
so that larger samples allow for more accurate reconstructions, even under heavier noise
conditions. Compared to the alternating projection algorithm (Mishchenko, 2008), the MAP
estimator performs better in the K < Kmin regime under noisy conditions as well. Similar
results are obtained with respect to the sensitivity of the reconstruction algorithm to errors
in the specification of the ek

ij functions in different experiments, for example due to incorrect

measurements of the expression patterns Ak and Bk (Fig. 8).

3.3 Increasing the efficiency of GRASP reconstructions by incorporating

spatial information about the positions of the labeled puncta

Until now we have considered the situation where only one measurement could be obtained
per one GRASP experiment, exactly as in (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011). Indeed, as
was discussed in (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011), using GRASP only one expression
pattern can be produced per one animal, for example, using gene fusion or the Cre-Lox
genetic system. Since all synapses are labeled with the same fluorescent marker (GFP) in
this setting, it was argued that only a single gross measurement — e.g., the total count of all
labeled synapses — can be obtained. On the other hand, one can argue that the coarse spatial
positions of synapses labeled and observed in different animals could serve as an additional
source of information, allowing connectivity matrix reconstructions to be performed with
improved efficiency and robustness. For example, if two neurons are known to make synaptic
contacts in a certain region of the brain, then attributing the puncta observed in that region
to these neurons should require less empirical evidence.

To formalize this notion, we consider spatially partitioning the neural circuit into a col-
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of MAP reconstructions to noise for different noise levels σ/〈Ok〉 =
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09 and sample size K. MAP reconstruction accuracy decays con-
tinuously with the additions of noise: the error grows proportionally to the amount of added
noise, and is not some discontinuous function that destroys the estimator instantaneously as
σ > 0, which one might have expected in the heavily undersampled regime K ≈ Kmin ≪ N .
However, the proportionality constant is fairly large, so that the estimator is sensitive to
noise—only relative noise strengths up to σ/〈Ok〉 ≈ 0.03−0.04 can be tolerated at K ≈ Kmin.
Robustness increases with the size of the dataset, so that larger sample sizes can be used to
produce more accurate reconstructions. Similar graphs for the reconstructions using the alter-
nating projection algorithm are shown in light gray from (Mishchenko, 2008), for comparison.
Simulation details are as in Fig. 3.

lection of non-overlapping spatial regions. For example, partitions of the brain into known
cytoarchitectonic parcellations (Kandel et al., 2000; Brodmann, 1994; Shepherd and Svoboda,
2005; Sato et al., 2007) can be utilized. Each region X is associated with a “local” connectiv-
ity matrix, Cij(X), defined to characterize the connections made by neurons in that region X.
Note that here only the position of synapses in X is important for C(X); the corresponding
cell bodies can be located anywhere in the circuit. If neurons i and j make a synaptic contact
in region X, for example, then Cij(X) = 1 even if the cell bodies are located elsewhere. On
the other hand, if these neurons do not make a connection in X, then Cij(X) = 0 even if
they make a connection somewhere else.

Since the total count of synaptic contacts between any two neurons anywhere in the brain
equals the sum of such counts for different X, the complete connectivity matrix is obviously
related to the local connectivity matrices via summation over X:

Cij =
∑

X

Cij(X). (15)

Analogous to Cij(X), we can introduce the “local” puncta counts Ok(X), defined to
represent the counts of synapses labeled in experiment k in different regions. It is easy to see
that for each X, for the local average connectivity matrix M(X) = 〈Ck(X)〉 we obtain an
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of MAP reconstructions to misspecifications in the measured expression
patterns Ak and Bk, for different fractions of misspecified neurons in Ak and Bk, e =1%, 2%,
3%, 6% and 9%, and sample size K. MAP performance again decays continuously with noise,
however the estimator is sensitive to noise—only up to e ≈ 5 − 6% of errors can be tolerated
at K ≈ Kmin. Robustness increases with larger dataset sizes, so that larger sample sizes can
be used to obtain more accurate reconstructions. Similar plots for the reconstructions using
the alternating projection algorithm are shown in light gray from (Mishchenko, 2008), for
comparison. Simulation details are as in Fig. 3.

estimation problem similar to Eq. (8) in Section 2.1. That is, for all X,

M̂
MAP (X) = argmin

[

∑

k

(

Ok(X) − ∑

ij

ek
ijMij(X)

)2

+ 2λ
∑

ij

|Mij(X)|,
]

, (16)

where
Ok(X) =

∑

ek
ijC

k
ij(X) + ǫk(X). (17)

Given Eq. (15), the complete M̂ can be written in terms of M̂(X) as

M̂ij =
∑

X

M̂ij(X). (18)

Observe that problems (16) for different X are completely independent and can be solved
separately. In particular, to enter the compressed sensing regime, and thus to be able to
produce an exact reconstruction, each sub-problem requires at least

Kmin(X) ∝ Ns(X) logN (19)

measurements, where Ns(X) is the total number of neural connections in the region X. If
we use the spatial position information, then the number of separate experiments needed to
completely reconstruct full connectivity matrix is reduced to

Kmin ∝ max
X

Ns(X) logN . (20)
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In other words, the number of measurements that must be taken from each spatial region X
for reconstruction of the local connectivity matrix in each region C(X) is Ns(X). However,
in each experiment, the whole animal is imaged and synaptic puncta counts can thus be
obtained from all different regions X. Thus, the measurements for all different X can be
obtained simultaneously and in parallel. It is clear, therefore, that the total number of
experiments required to reconstruct all the local matrices C(X) is determined by the region
with the largest Ns(X), so that the number of experiments required to reconstruct C(X)
for all X, and thus the complete C, is given by Eq. (20). Since Ns(X) ≈ Ns/NX , where
NX = |{X}| is the total number of regions in the partition, this number of measurements will
be significantly less than the Kmin ∝ Ns logN required to reconstruct C if no spatial data
are used, as in (Mishchenko, 2008; Mishchenko, 2011).

3.4 MAP connectivity inference from surrogate data with spatial informa-

tion generated using the C. elegans wiring diagram

We tested the above approach on a surrogate data generated using the C. elegans wiring
diagram. We assume a partition containing 12×12 30◦×0.1 mm radially cylindrical segments
that completely covered roughly cylindrical C. elegans body. This choice was somewhat
arbitrary and should be considered for illustration purposes only. Of course, with fluorescent
light microscopy imaging in C. elegans now routinely available at a single cell level (that
is, ≈ 1µm) (Chalasani et al., 2007; Feinberg et al., 2008; Zimmer et al., 2009), enforcing
such partitions should be entirely plausible. In fact, much finer partitions should be possible,
conferring greater advantages for the reconstruction, according to our arguments above. In
practice, the minimum partition width will be defined by the stereotypy of the positions of
the synapses and the accuracy with which these positions can be practically resolved from
the fluorescent light microscopy data.

To model the spatial distribution of synapses in C. elegans, Prof. Dr. David Hall of the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine generously carried out a re-examination of the electron
micrographs from (White et al., 1986) to estimate the density of the synapses over different
longitudinal segments in C. elegans body. He found that the longitudinal distribution of
synapses along the C. elegans body is roughly uniform, except for the segment of the nerve
ring, where approximately 50% of synapses are concentrated. We used this model for the
distribution of synapses in our numerical experiments.

The results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, complete reconstruc-
tions could be obtained with significantly fewer experiments if spatial information is exploited.
Specifically, near-perfect reconstruction could be obtained with only Kmin ≈ 600 experiments,
and practically reasonable reconstructions were obtained already with K ≈ 100 − 200 exper-
iments, a factor of 15–30 reduction as compared with (Mishchenko, 2008). The individual
M̂ij(X) can be also estimated, providing access to important information about detailed
distribution of neural connections throughout the C. elegans body.

4 Conclusion and extensions

We have presented a statistical paradigm for structural connectivity estimation from compila-
tions of fluorescent measurements using relatively easy to obtain high throughput fluorescent
connectivity probes. Our Bayesian maximum a posteriori formulation can be reduced, using
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Figure 9: Results of the simulated connectivity reconstruction experiments in C. elegans,
using GRASP with additional logging of the spatial positions of the labeled synaptic puncta.
Partitioning into 144 = 12 × 12 radially cylindrical segments 30◦ wide and 0.1mm long is
assumed, with uniform distribution of synapses throughout C. elegans body with the ex-
ception for the nerve ring, consistent with the available neuroanatomical data. Near-perfect
reconstruction can be obtained already with Kmin ≈ 600 samples, and practically meaningful
reconstructions can be obtained already with 100–200 experiments, a factor 15–30 reduction
from (Mishchenko, 2008).

law-of-large-numbers arguments, to a surprisingly simple L1-regularized quadratic optimiza-
tion problem. Standard numerical methods are capable of handling the large scale of this
problem, after we exploit the specific factorization structure of the resulting quadratic form.
We inspected the problem of connectivity matrix reconstruction in C. elegans using surrogate
GRASP data generated from the empirically known wiring diagram. We showed that in this
setting this wiring diagram can be inferred with an orders of magnitude reduction in exper-
imental effort compared with classical neuroanatomical approaches, using fluorescent light
imaging experiments in as few as ≈ 100 specimens (Fig. 9) and no highly-laborious axon and
dendrite tracing. The resulting numerical reconstruction problem could be resolved on a stan-
dard laptop computer in under 50 hours of calculations. Along with the average structural
connectivity matrix, we also showed how the variability in the connection strengths across
multiple animals and the spatial distribution of the neural connections can be obtained using
the same approach. Such information is difficult to obtain with other existing connectomics
paradigms.

For clarity and concreteness, we have focused our attention on the specific case of the
C. elegans wiring diagram and GRASP measurements (Feinberg et al., 2008). However, it is
important to emphasize that the approach developed here can be extended and applied to
data from a variety of different high throughput fluorescent light microscopy connectomics
paradigms. The central assumption of our approach is that the measurements Ok are related
to the connectivity matrix Ck

ij via a certain linear functional of Ck
ij :

Ok = f
(

∑

ij

ek
ijC

k
ij + ǫk

)

, (21)
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for some coefficients ek
ij and some function f(.). In that case, our approach allows one to

accurately estimate the connectivity matrix from an ensemble of such measurements. Many
current fluorescent light microscopy connectomics paradigms fall under this broad definition.

For example, in (Hu et al., 2009) a comparable approach was proposed for photoactivation
imaging data. In photoactivation imaging, a preparation with caged glutamate (Callaway
and Katz, 1993; Bureau et al., 2004) or photoactivated channelrhodopsin-2 (Petreanu et al.,
2007) is used to enable optical excitation of different neurons or neural classes and subsequent
patch clamp recording of the postsynpatic currents (Shepherd et al., 2003; Bureau et al., 2004;
Petreanu et al., 2007; Nikolenko et al., 2007). When a group of neurons is excited in this
setting, the resulting sub-threshold EPSP response can be described, to a first approximation,
as a linear superposition of the EPSPs from individual pre-synaptic neurons. Observations
in such an experiment then can be represented in the form of Eq. (21), and the connectivity
extracted in a similar manner as described above.

A different high throughput fluorescent light microscopy neural connectivity mapping
paradigm was recently proposed by Svoboda (2009). In this approach, a regular cytoplasmic
fluorescent dye, such as genetically encoded GFP, is expressed in a sparse population of
neurons and neural projections are observed in the entire brain using a high throughput
fluorescent light microscopy imaging setup. Although a sparse set of neurons is visualized in
any one such experiment, a complete coverage of the brain is expected from a large series of
such experiments.

This connectivity inference problem also can be described in the language of Eq. (21). For
concreteness, let us denote with Dk

v the density of labeled axonal projections in voxel v in
experiment k. Dk

v is the sum of the axonal projection densities to voxel v from all individual
neurons labeled in that experiment, whose collection we can identify with the symbol Ak,

Dk
v =

∑

j∈Ak

dk
v;j . (22)

Here, with dv;j we denote the projection maps of individual neurons or identified neural
groups, which we can identify with the symbol j. Eq. (22) is in the form of Eq. (21), so
the problem of efficient individual map extraction from this fluorescent imaging data can be
approached using the same methods we discussed above.

Connectivity mapping using transsynaptic tracer viruses is another tool that has been
recently proposed for reconstructions of synaptic connectivity in large neuronal networks
(Kuypers and Ugolini, 1990; Wickersham et al., 2007; Bohland et al., 2009). In this setting,
one uses a virus that can spread by crossing the synaptic junctions of synaptically connected
neurons, for example, the Herpes simplex virus and rabies (Kuypers and Ugolini, 1990). The
genetic code of such viruses is altered to make infected neurons also produce a fluorescent
protein such as GFP (Heim et al., 1995). This allows infected neurons to be observed with
fluorescent light microscopy. By modifying the virus further to ensure that the infection can
cross only one synapse, only the neurons which are synaptically connected to the originally-
infected cells can produce GFP (Wickersham et al., 2007). This makes it possible to observe
synaptic connections in a neural circuit by using fluorescent light microscopy. It has been
subsequently proposed that, by introducing such a virus into different populations of neurons
in a series of experiments and imaging the populations of secondarily infected neurons, it may
be possible to produce connectivity reconstruction for complete large neural circuits (Bohland
et al., 2009).
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We can cast this connectivity inference problem again in the language of Eq. (21). For
the sake of clarity, the subsequent discussion assumes the retrograde propagation of the virus,
that is, the virus infects neurons in the post- to pre-synaptic direction (Wickersham et al.,
2007). In that case, denote the set of “primarily” infected neurons in experiment k with the
symbol Ak. The set of secondarily infected neurons then will be denoted with Bk. Ak and
Bk are obviously related to each other via the synaptic connectivity matrix Cij . Specifically,

bk
j = H

(

∑

i∈Ak

Ck
ij

)

, (23)

where bk
j is the indicator vector for Bk and H(.) is the Heaviside step function, that is,

H(x) = 1 if x > 0 and H(x) = 0 otherwise. The meaning of Eq. (23) is simply that a
secondary neuron j becomes infected if and only if there is a synaptic connection to that
neuron from any one of the primarily infected neurons, Ak.

Several interesting features of the resulting inference problem are worth noting. First,
the connectivity matrix Cij in the simplest case quantifies the unsigned counts of synapses,
and therefore the nonnegativity constraint Cij ≥ 0 applies here. Second, since Eq. (23) is
unchanged if we rescale Cij → ηijCij , ηij > 0, it is clear that we can only hope to reconstruct
the presence or absence of a synaptic connection between a pair of neurons in this setting.
Performing this inference reduces to a linear program (i.e., optimizing a linear objective func-
tion under a set of linear constraints), since Eq. (23) can be rewritten as a linear inequality:
the right-hand side is positive if the left-hand side equals one, and nonpositive otherwise.
Introducing a noise model in Eq. (23) — e.g., allowing the probability P (bk

j > 0) to depend
on the magnitude (not just the sign) of the right-hand side — would lead to a more stan-
dard objective function which can be optimized using interior-point methods similar to those
introduced here.
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